Precision measurement of the fundamental vibrational frequencies of tritium-bearing hydrogen molecules: T₂, DT, HT
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High-resolution coherent Raman spectroscopic measurements of all three tritium-containing molecular hydrogen isotopologues T₂, DT and HT were performed to determine the ground electronic state fundamental Q-branch (v = 0 → 1, ΔJ = 0) transition frequencies at accuracies of 0.0005 cm⁻¹. An over hundred-fold improvement in accuracy over previous experiments allows the comparison with the latest ab initio calculations in the framework of non-adiabatic perturbation theory including nonrelativistic, relativistic and QED contributions. Excellent agreement is found between experiment and theory, thus providing a verification of the validity of the NAPT-framework for these tritiated species. While the transition frequencies were corrected for ac-Stark shifts, the contributions of non-resonant background as well as quantum interference effects between resonant features in the nonlinear spectroscopy were quantitatively investigated, also leading to corrections to the transition frequencies. Methods of saturated CARS with the observation of Lamb dips, as well as the use of continuous-wave radiation for the Stokes frequency were explored, that might pave the way for future higher-accuracy CARS measurements.

1 Introduction

Molecular hydrogen represents a benchmark molecule for testing quantum chemical theories. The comparison between precision spectroscopic measurements on the level structure of hydrogen and the results from calculations has made H2 and its isotopologues a test bed for searches of fifth forces,¹ higher dimensions,² and physics beyond the Standard Model of physics.³ On the experimental side the measurement of the dissociation energy of H2 has witnessed great improvements in the past decade⁴–⁷ now reaching a relative accuracy of 3 × 10⁻¹⁰. Each isotopologue supports over 300 bound and long-lived rovibrational levels, that provide an extended playing field for performing fundamental tests, such as the ground tone vibrational splitting,⁸ the quadrupole overtone transitions of H₂⁹–¹¹ and in the D₂ species,¹²,¹³ as well as in the mixed isotopologue HD.¹⁴–¹⁷

On the theoretical side level energy calculations of the molecular hydrogen four-body system have undergone equally great improvements, producing highly accurate level energies of H₂ and D₂¹⁸ as well as for HD.¹⁹ These methods were based on calculations of Born–Oppenheimer energies,²⁰ and separate approaches for adiabatic²¹ and non-adiabatic²² corrections, as well as computations of relativistic²³ and quantum electrodynamic effects.²⁴ This development has led to the comprehensive approach of nonadiabatic perturbation theory (NAPT),²⁵,²⁶ which now enables the rapid computation of all bound rovibrational states in the ground electronic manifold of the hydrogen isotopologues. In addition, and alongside, an even more refined and more accurate method involving direct 4-body calculations is being pursued, but this is currently limited to the computation of the binding energy of the lowest rovibrational level.²⁷,²⁸

Most of the experimental precision spectroscopic studies were performed in the typical environment of molecular beams that can be easily applied to the stable, non-radioactive, hydrogen isotopologues H₂, HD and D₂. Tritium-containing isotopologues, HT, DT and T₂ have been much less frequently studied, because of limited access and handling difficulties due to safety requirements holding for radioactive species. The first spectroscopic studies on tritium bearing hydrogen molecules were performed by Dieke and Tomkins at Argonne National Laboratories recording emission spectra.²⁹,³⁰ Later, other methods were applied, such as spontaneous Raman spectroscopy³¹–³³ and intracavity laser absorption, combined with an optophone.³⁴ A rationale for
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exploring tritium spectroscopy is that the heavier, tritiated molecular hydrogen species exhibit smaller non-adiabatic contributions to the level energies. High precision studies on these species may help to disentangle the effect of mass-dependent terms in the calculation of hydrogen level energies. Also, inclusion of tritium provides two additional heteronuclear species, HT and DT. These species provide information on the g/u mixing effects present in heteronuclear species. Such studies might help resolve the discrepancy observed in HD, between the experimental value for the dissociation energy and the theoretical value.28 The precise level structure of the tritium bearing hydrogen molecules is of relevance for the Karlsruhe Tritium Neutrino experiment (KATRIN) focusing on the β decay from T2.36 The β-electron energy spectrum depends on the final state distribution of the 3HeT+ daughter molecules, requiring accurate level energies of 3HeT, but also on the isotopologue distribution, parent quantum state distribution, and the level structure of the parent states.38–40 The Raman spectroscopic techniques for molecular hydrogen isotopologues, including tritium-bearing species, were further developed to determine composition and concentration of the isotope mixtures for the KATRIN experiment.41–43

Here we present a study of transition frequencies in the fundamental vibrational band of all tritiated species, T3, DT and HT, via Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Scattering (CARS). After preliminary reports on the CARS detection,44 on the spectroscopy of the T2 isotopologue45 and DT,46 we now present a comprehensive report, including results on HT and further detailing the experimental methods. It is noted that remeasurements were performed for the T2 species yielding improved statistics, following up on a previous set of data.45 A comparison is made with the findings of theoretical calculations in the NAPT-framework.26

2.1 Tritium gas samples

The sample cell for the present CARS measurements is specially built from well-proven materials for tritium gas containment, and has been described previously.44 The cell with an inner volume of 4 cm³ has input and output windows placed at a distance of 8 cm, so that focusing at f = 20 cm is possible without burning window surfaces and avoiding a too high intensity in the focus, in view of issues related to the ac-Stark effect (see below).

First, a high purity T2 gas sample was prepared in the Tritium Laboratory Karlsruhe (TLK). The cell filled was filled to 2.5 mbar to be below the legal activity limit including a safety margin. The heteronuclear molecules HT or DT can be generated by catalytic self-exchange reactions driven by ions48 produced in the constant β-radiation intensity from tritium decay.

\[
X_2 + T_2 \rightleftharpoons 2XT,
\]

with X being H or D. The estimated HT and DT partial pressures are derived from equilibrium constants \(K_{eq}\):

\[
K_{eq} = \frac{[XT]^2}{[X_2][T_2]}
\]

Values for \(K_{eq}\) are determined49 at 2.58 for HT and 3.82 for DT at 300 K.

For the preparation of DT, first D2 and T2 were injected at a 4:1 ratio into a large mixing vessel. After a short time DT is formed via radio-chemical equilibration. A sample was extracted and filled into the CARS cell up to a total pressure of 12.7 mbar. The partial pressure of DT is estimated to be about 3.8 mbar. At the time of the preparation of the HT cell, this accurate mixing procedure was not available due to constraints with other running experiments. Thus, HT preparation needed to be performed inside the CARS-cell. The 2.5 mbar T2 sample was topped up with H2 up to a total pressure of 11.5 mbar. This would lead to a theoretical partial pressure of 3.6 mbar. It should be noted that this procedure is less accurately controllable as tritium gas might have been partially back-diffused from the cell reducing the actual HT yield.

In view of the tritium radioactive half-life of 12.3 years these (partial) pressures effectively remained constant during the measurements performed in time windows of months. The safety-controlled and tritium-gas filled cell was transported to LaserLaB Amsterdam, where the CARS measurements were carried out.
2.2 Precision CARS setup

In the present study, the fundamental band ($\nu = 1 \leftrightarrow 0$) Q-branch transitions of all three tritiated species are measured by the CARS non-linear optical technique. The specific resonant four-wave mixing scheme of the CARS process is shown in Fig. 1 alongside with an overview spectrum of the Q-lines in DT. An anti-Stokes field is generated, at frequency $\omega_{AS} = 2\omega_P - \omega_S$, using input fields of a pump frequency $\omega_P$ and a Stokes frequency $\omega_S$. The integrated anti-Stokes signal intensity $I_{AS}$ is produced as a coherent light beam in the forward direction under phase-matching conditions and is proportional to:

$$I_{AS} \propto \int |\chi^{(3)}|^2 I_P^2(z, t) I_S(z, t) dz dt,$$

where $I_P(z, t)$ and $I_S(z, t)$ are the spatial and temporal evolution of pump and Stokes intensity and $z$ is the optical path. The third order nonlinear susceptibility $\chi^{(3)}$ depends on the molecular number density and the differential Raman cross-section.\(^{50}\)

The optical layout of the CARS setup is shown in Fig. 2. The pump beam is obtained from a frequency-doubled injection-seeded Nd:YAG laser (Spectra-Physics GCR-330) delivering pulses at 532 nm, of 8 ns duration, which would correspond to a bandwidth of about 55 MHz in case of Fourier transform (FT) limited laser pulses. During the measurements, only low pulse energies were used, ranging from 30 to 500 $\mu$J in the interaction range.

For the precision CARS measurements the Stokes beam is obtained from an injection-seeded travelling-wave pulsed dye amplifier (PDA) operating on DCM dye in methanol.\(^{51}\) The continuous-wave (cw) seed light for the PDA is obtained through an optical fiber from a ring-dye laser, covering the range from 590 nm to 650 nm. With 150 mW seed power and 50 mJ pumping from a second frequency-doubled injection-seeded Nd:YAG laser (Spectra-Physics Pro-250), the output energy reaches about 5 mJ at 633 nm (peak performance wavelength) at 6 ns pulse duration, which would correspond to a bandwidth of about 74 MHz in case of FT-limited laser pulses; the actual width will be slightly larger in view of the chirp phenomena detected (see below). The pulse energy of the Stokes beam in the CARS experiment was kept unchanged for most part of the measurement campaigns at $< 20 \mu$J.

The pump and Stokes beams are combined on a longpass dichroic mirror and passed through a polarization beam splitter cube to ensure parallel polarizations. The two pulses are focused co-linearly into a gas cell with a $f = 20$ cm lens. The flat-top pump pulse beam waist is about 44 $\mu$m, as measured by a CCD camera, for a 3 mm Rayleigh length. The Stokes pulse is estimated to be 1.7 times larger in diameter than the pump beam. Part of the merged beams is sampled out over a long distance for alignment purposes, with the angle mismatch estimated to be better than 2 mrad. The generated CARS signal (at $\lambda \sim 450–470$ nm) travels along the same propagation axis of the pump and Stokes beams. The CARS-signal beam is collimated with a $f = 10$ cm lens, dispersed from the incident beams by a Pellin–Broca prism, and propagated over a 2 m separation path. The signal beam is then passed through an aperture and bandpass filter, and detected by photomultiplier tube (Philips XP-1911) mounted inside a dark box.

The measurements are performed with few-mbar pressure gas samples, and the spectra obtained are expected to be Doppler-limited. The expression for Doppler broadening (FWHM) of forward spontaneous Raman scattering is:\(^{52}\)

$$\Delta \nu = \frac{2 \nu_0 c}{m \ln 2k_B T} \left( \frac{2\nu_0}{m} \right)^{1/2},$$

where $\nu_0$ is the fundamental vibrational frequency splitting, $m$ is the molecular mass, $k_B$ is the Boltzmann constant, $c$ is the speed of light, and $T$ is the temperature. This results in a Doppler width at room temperature of 370 MHz for the heaviest species T$_2$, and about 450 MHz and 630 MHz for DT and HT, respectively. CARS spectral profile simulations by Lucht and Farrow\(^{53}\) showed that the spectral width of the CARS resonances is about 1.2 times that of the spontaneous Raman scattering in the forward direction. These values for the width are to be further increased by contributions of the laser bandwidth of both lasers, some additional broadening caused by the timing jitter in the temporal overlap of the two pulses (within 3.5 ns), and by ac-Stark broadening.

![Fig. 1](image-url) Overview recording of the X $\Sigma^+_1 (\nu = 0 \rightarrow 1)$ Q(0–6) lines in DT using a combination of an injection-seeded Nd:YAG laser (pump) and a grating-based pulsed-dye laser (Stokes). The inset shows an energy diagram for the CARS four-wave mixing scheme, with the generated Anti-Stokes radiation detected as signal.

![Fig. 2](image-url) Optical layout for the CARS spectroscopy setup. The frame encloses the setups for frequency calibration of the pump and Stokes beams. See text for more details.
2.3 Frequency calibration

The frequency calibration of the Stokes beam was performed in two stages. As shown in Fig. 2, part of the cw seed-radiation was split off to perform $I_2$-saturation spectroscopy for absolute calibration against well-calibrated $I_2$-standards, and another part for measuring transmission markers from an etalon (FSR = 150.67(2) MHz) stabilized by a HeNe laser (Thorlabs HRS-015). The resulting uncertainty in the absolute frequency calibration of the cw seed laser amounts to 2 MHz.

In a second step the chirp-induced pulse-cw frequency offset was measured by techniques previously employed for frequency calibration of a PDA-system. The frequency of the cw-seed was shifted by +700 MHz by an acousto-optic modulator (AOM) in a double-pass configuration and the beatnote between the shifted cw-seeding and Stokes pulses was recorded using a fast photodetector and a 4-GHz bandwidth oscilloscope. The setup for producing a beat-note signal is displayed in Fig. 3a. Following Hannemann et al., for the frequency chirp analysis, the time-dependent phase in the duration of the pulse is extracted from the beat-note signal, to yield a time-dependent frequency offset curve as plotted in Fig. 3b. The reported average frequency offset values are obtained by time-integrating the frequency offset over the pulse duration, weighted by the instantaneous intensity.

A systematic study of frequency deviations between the cw-seed frequency and the PDA frequency was performed for various settings of the PDA. Typical results for measured frequency offsets in the PDA, running on DCM in methanol, are displayed in Fig. 4. The chirp-offset is found to vary from 23 MHz at 610 nm (Stokes wavelength for T$_2$) to 5 MHz at 650 nm (Stokes wavelength for HT) as shown in Fig. 4a, while also a dependence on the intensity was observed as shown in Fig. 4b. In addition, the effect of frequency chirp over the spatial beam profile of the Stokes beam was measured, and was observed to vary within 2 MHz. During the CARS measurements the chirp analysis was performed after co-propagating the output of the pulsed laser with that of the AOM-shifted cw-laser output in a single mode fiber, so that this spatial effect was averaged out. Systematic chirp-analysis measurements were performed for the laser settings during every measurement day. The frequency calibration of the PDA-laser was corrected for the chirp results during the CARS precision measurements, for which an estimated uncertainty of 5 MHz represents the standard deviation over different measurement days, as shown in Fig. 4c.

The frequency of the 532 nm pump pulse, obtained from the injection-seeded Nd:YAG laser, was directly measured by a High Finesse WSU-30 (Toptica) wavemeter. The absolute calibration of the wavemeter was verified during each measurement run by measurements of $I_2$-hyperfine transitions in the range 600 to 650 nm, as well as measurement of a cw Ti:Sa laser at 718 nm locked to a frequency comb laser. These measurements result in a value for the typical drift of the wavemeter, determined at 0.3 MHz h$^{-1}$. In addition the effect of measuring cw laser vs. pulsed laser radiation was verified by measuring the frequency of the output of the cw ring laser seed frequency vs. the output of the PDA. As a result of these repeated procedures the uncertainty of the frequency of the pump pulse is estimated at 6 MHz. In a recent study a similar model wavemeter (WSU-2) was used in measurements of several $^{40}$Ca$^+$ ion transitions and the calibrations methods led to an absolute accuracy of 5 MHz.

2.4 ac-Stark shift

The ac-Stark effects occurring in CARS measurements of the hydrogen molecule have been investigated in detail. In our current setup, the ac-Stark shift is caused by both Stokes and pump pulses and can be approximated in terms of pulse energies $E_P$, $E_S$, areas at the beam waist $A_P$, $A_S$ and pulse durations (FWHM) $\tau_P$, $\tau_S$, and the ac-Stark shift can be expressed as:

$$\delta \nu = \kappa_P \frac{E_P}{A_P \tau_P} + \kappa_S \frac{E_S}{A_S \tau_S}$$
The constant $\kappa$, for both $P$ and $S$ depends on the difference of the ac-Stark shift in upper and lower states via:

$$\kappa = \frac{2\pi}{\hbar c} \left( x_\nu - x_\nu^* \right) + \frac{2J(J+1) - 3m_J^2}{3(2J+3)(2J-1)} (\gamma_\nu - \gamma_\nu^*)$$

where $x_\nu$ and $\gamma_\nu$ are the dynamic (frequency-dependent) isotropic polarizabilities and anisotropic polarizabilities at frequencies $\nu$ and $\nu^*$, respectively. The zero field transition frequency can be obtained by performing measurements at different Stokes and pump energies and extrapolation to zero. Since the frequencies used in CARS are far from the dipole-allowed transitions in molecular hydrogen, the polarizability term only weakly depends on the frequency in the optical range and the expression can be approximated as (with $\kappa_P = \kappa_S = \kappa$):

$$\delta \nu = \kappa \left( \frac{E_P}{\Delta A_{P^T}} + \frac{E_S}{\Delta A_{ST_2}} \right).$$

As the effective area and pulse width of the pump and Stokes beams are affected by spatial and temporal overlap between the two pulses, the value and the reproducibility of the shift coefficient in terms of pulse energy for pump and Stokes were measured extensively on the DT Q(1) transition, yielding $\frac{\kappa_P}{4\pi r_P} = -0.0064(7) \text{ cm}^{-1} \text{ mJ}^{-1}$ and $\frac{\kappa_S}{4\pi r_P} = -0.0006(2) \text{ cm}^{-1} \text{ mJ}^{-1}$. To find a balance between minimal ac-Stark shift and sufficient signal strength, the Stokes pulse energy was kept below 10 mJ for the T$_2$ and DT measurements. In such conditions, the uncertainty of the ac-Stark shift from the Stokes beam, upon extrapolation to zero intensity, is estimated to be less than 1 MHz. Due to the weaker signal strengths obtained in the HT experiments, the Stokes energy was raised to 20 mJ, while the pump energy was varied from 90 to 500 mJ. Here the pump energy was not increased further in view of saturation and asymmetry phenomena observed in the spectra, as discussed below.

2.5 Pressure shift

Collisional shift coefficients of Raman transitions in stable molecular hydrogen isotopologues are well studied in the large pressure range from tens of millibars to a few bars of total pressure. For the reported shift coefficients the presently measured CARS lines are estimated to undergo shifts below ~1 MHz. In addition, the collisional shift of D$_2$ was investigated in the present study by pressure-dependent CARS measurements of pure D$_2$ in an identical gas cell. The shift coefficient is found to equal 0.06 MHz mbar$^{-1}$ under room temperature conditions.

For the T$_2$ measurements, the sample contains 93.4% of T$_2$. The collisional shift is assumed to be similar to the self-collisional shift coefficient of H$_2$ and D$_2$ yielding a shift of about 0.3 MHz. From the reported result of HD, the pressure shift in this heteronuclear species was found to be twice that of H$_2$ and D$_2$, which was ascribed to the presence of a small permanent dipole moment and the lack of a selection rule prohibiting para–ortho conversion during rotationally inelastic collisions. The DT and HT samples inevitably contain some amounts of D$_2$ and H$_2$, respectively. We conclude that based on previous studies and on present data for D$_2$, the collisional shift in the present CARS experiments is well below 1 MHz.

Some of the CARS measurements on D$_2$ were performed from the DT gas sample cell, hence under conditions of a low-density plasma environment, undergoing constant production of about $10^9$ electrons per second at an average kinetic energy of 5 keV and the same rate of ion production from the primary beta decays. In addition, secondary electrons and ions are produced from ionization of the neutral gas. The transition frequencies of the D$_2$ CARS signals were not found to deviate from the signals from a different gas cell filled with 4 mbar of pure D$_2$, without addition of radioactive species. We conclude that there occurs no measurable plasma shift on the transition frequencies as reported in Table 2.

2.6 Other effects

There is underlying hyperfine structure in the T$_2$, DT and HT transitions, where the hyperfine splitting spans a range of less than a MHz. This hyperfine structure is similar to those in the stable molecular hydrogen species such as HD, which was shown to affect vibrational resonance lineshapes in the high-resolution investigations of Diouf et al. However, in view of the resolution of the present experiment this does not affect the determination of the transition frequency positions (hyperfine center-of-gravity). Due to its closed-shell nature, the ground electronic state transitions in molecular hydrogen are insensitive to DC Stark shifts. Using the static polarizabilities from ref. 66, we estimate an upper limit of well below 1 Hz for a DC field amplitude of 1 V cm$^{-1}$. The Stark effect due to the plasma generated from the $\beta$-decay might be expected to be higher, but this plasma effect was not observed in the D$_2$ measurements discussed in the previous section. Likewise, the Zeeman shifts of the hyperfine components are also very low, with estimated shifts using constants from ref. 67 of well below 1 Hz due to the earth’s magnetic field. In addition, for the Q transitions with the same upper $J$ and lower $J'$ rotational quantum numbers and almost identical hyperfine constants for the $v = 0$ and $v = 1$ states, the shifts in the transition frequency effectively cancel out. We thus neglect the contributions of the hyperfine structure, DC Stark and Zeeman effects from the uncertainty budget.

2.7 Frequency uncertainty in the CARS measurements

Table 1 lists all the uncertainty contributions to the line center determination in the present CARS study. For T$_2$ Q($J = 1–5$) and DT Q($J = 0–5$), the total uncertainty is about 12 MHz. For the T$_2$ Q(0) and DT Q(6) lines the uncertainty is estimated at 20 MHz, due to interference effects, which will be discussed in the last section. For HT, the lowest pulse energy used in the measurement was about 2.5 times larger than that for T$_2$ and DT measurements, thus resulting in a larger uncertainty from the ac-Stark effects. In addition, the Doppler width for the HT lines is 1.4 times larger than that for DT. Such differences are also found in results from different measurement days. For HT, the total uncertainty is about 16 MHz for the Q($J = 0–3$) lines.
Table 1 Uncertainty budget for the CARS measurements. Systematic and statistical contributions to the frequency uncertainties in the fundamental vibrational Raman Q(J < 6) transitions, excluding T2 Q(0). Values in units of 10\(^{-3}\) cm\(^{-1}\) and representing 1σ.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contribution</th>
<th>T2/DT</th>
<th>HT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pump (o₁) calibration</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stokes (o₁o₂) cw calibration</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stokes chirp correction</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ac-Stark analysis</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collisional shift</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasma shift</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CARS interference shift</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistics</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined (1σ)</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 Results and discussions

Representative high-resolution CARS spectra of the (ν = 0 → 1) Q(1) transition for tritiated molecular hydrogen species T₂, DT, and HT are displayed in Fig. 5. The line widths of the Q(1) transitions exhibit the expected Doppler widths with the broadest width for HT (lightest) and narrowest for T₂ (heaviest). While the Q(J = 0–5) transitions in T₂ were previously reported in ref. 45, these lines have been remeasured in this study and the Q-branch extended up to J = 7. Moreover, the (ν = 0 → 1) S(J = 0–3) transitions, which are much weaker than the Q lines, were also investigated in the present work. The DT (ν = 0 → 1) Q(J = 0–5) transitions were recently reported in ref. 46 and extended here up to J = 7. The high-resolution measurements of the HT Q-branch transitions are presented here for the first time. The transition frequencies of the Q-branch lines in the fundamental band splitting (ν = 0 → 1) of all tritiated species are listed in Table 2.

3.1 HT, DT, and T₂ transitions

The HT measurements include Q transitions from J = 0–3, where the signal strength involving higher J states is limited due to decreasing population. The HT partial pressure was somewhat lower than the targeted equilibrium partial pressure of 3.6 mbar due to issues in the HT gas filling procedure. In addition, the lower transmission of the bandpass filter in the spectral region of the HT Q-branch lines, led to a weaker observed signal strength. To compensate for the weaker signals higher pulse energies were employed to obtain sufficient SNR. This resulted, however, in a larger ac-Stark uncertainty. These factors as well as the larger Doppler width lead to a larger total uncertainty in the HT transition energies than those of the DT and T₂ measurements. The present Q-branch transition energies are 6.4 cm\(^{-1}\) higher than the values reported by Edwards et al.\(^{12}\) These discrepancies were already pointed out.

Fig. 5 High resolution CARS spectra of the Q(1) lines in the fundamental vibrational band (ν = 0 → 1) of T₂, DT, and HT.
in the subsequent studies of Chuang and Zare\textsuperscript{34} and Veirs and Rosenblatt.\textsuperscript{33} The present HT Q-branch measurement results are consistent with and improve the measurement uncertainty of Veirs and Rosenblatt\textsuperscript{33} by a factor of 200. Chuang and Zare\textsuperscript{34} performed absorption measurements of weakly-allowed dipole P- and R-branch transitions in the (1, 0) fundamental band, as well as the (4, 0) and (5, 0) overtone bands of HT. When converting the transition frequencies of that study\textsuperscript{34} into fitted molecular constants, good agreement is found with the present results, which are more accurate by seventeen-fold.

Measurements of the DT Q-branch were reported in our recent work\textsuperscript{46} and are extended here to include Q(6) and Q(7) lines. The uncertainty for the much weaker Q(7) line is substantially larger than those for \(J < 5\), caused mainly by the asymmetric line profile, which is discussed below. A comparison of the present DT Q-branch transition frequencies with the Q\((J = 0–4)\) values reported by Edwards \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{32} shows differences of some 0.15 cm\(^{-1}\), hence much larger than their claimed uncertainty of 0.005 cm\(^{-1}\).\textsuperscript{32} Veirs and Rosenblatt\textsuperscript{33} already had cast doubt on the accuracy claimed by Edwards \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{32} given the discrepancies in the analogous HT and T\(_2\) measurements. The DT Q-branch measurements presented here are consistent with those of Veirs and Rosenblatt\textsuperscript{33} and improve the measurement uncertainty by a factor of more than 200 for the Q\((J = 2–7)\) transitions.

The present T\(_2\) Q\((J = 0–5)\) values were obtained after implementing improvements in the setup used in ref. 45. Comparing the T\(_2\) results listed in Table 2 with the values reported in ref. 45, reveals an offset of <0.001 cm\(^{-1}\) for the Q(0), Q(1), and Q(3) transitions while showing consistent values for Q(2), Q(4) and Q(5). We attribute these discrepancies to several difficulties in the measurements of T\(_2\) in the previous study. For example, the cw-seed instability of the pump laser for both CARS laser beams resulted in substantial time jitter leading to poor SNR, especially for weaker transitions. To compensate for such signal loss, the Stokes and the pump pulse energies used during the previous experiment were much higher than in the present study. The cross-sectional areas of both laser beams are now more accurately determined using two methods, a CCD camera beam profiler system and knife-edge method, leading to consistent values. Compared to the estimates of laser intensities in the previous study,\textsuperscript{45} these could be off by a factor of three, which is important in the ac-Stark extrapolation studies. A set of measurements, carried out during a day, is based on an extrapolation relying only on relative intensities, assuming little alignment drift, and should lead to robust results. This becomes an issue when combining results of different days where any misalignment may lead to a slightly different overlap of the pump and Stokes laser beams, yielding a different effective area for production of CARS signal. Moreover, in the previous study the ac-Stark analysis for all transitions except Q(1) was performed by altering the pump beam intensity only, and thus the ac-Stark shift contribution due to differences in the Stokes beam overlap could be another source for the offset. These shortcomings were repaired in the present study leading to more reliable results.

The frequency calibration of the Stokes laser is also improved in the present study. Some transitions exhibit a more than 0.15 cm\(^{-1}\) separation from the calibration line, represented by a particular I\(_2\) hyperfine component. Since such frequency span covers more than 30 markers of the reference etalon, length stabilization is now ensured over the whole recording time by locking to a stabilized HeNe-laser. Improved frequency calibration of the free spectral range (FSR \(=\) 150.67(2) MHz) of the reference cavity is also applied. The issues discussed here could have led to an underestimate of the uncertainties in the previous study.\textsuperscript{45} In addition, the present measurements of T\(_2\) lines in the improved setup allowed for recordings at lower pulse energies than in ref. 45, resulting in a reduced uncertainty of ac-Stark shift described in the previous section. These improvements have reduced systematic shifts, while at the same time have achieved better sensitivity and enhanced SNR of the recordings. These in turn enabled extending the measurements to weaker Q(6) and Q(7) transitions, as well as the T\(_2\) S-branch with the transition frequencies listed in Table 2. The T\(_2\) Q\((J = 0–5)\) results obtained in our new measurements represent a nearly 200-fold improvement compared with results from spontaneous Raman spectroscopy by Veirs and Rosenblatt.\textsuperscript{33}

### 3.2 Benchmark measurements on D\(_2\)

CARS measurements on pure D\(_2\) were performed in an identical gas cell focusing on studies of systematic effects, such as the validation of pressure shift effects. This allowed for the comparison of D\(_2\) Q(0), Q(1) and Q(2) of the fundamental vibrational splitting with previous precision studies using molecular beams and a deep-UV REMPI scheme.\textsuperscript{5,6,8}

In addition, quasi-cw CARS measurements were performed on D\(_2\) Q(1) and Q(2) lines, using a cw Stokes beam, in combination with a pulsed pump beam. A quasi-cw CARS spectrum of the D\(_2\) Q(2) transition is shown in Fig. 6. Such experiments bear the advantage that frequency chirp effects in the Stokes beam are absent. With 80 mW of cw Stokes radiation and a 20 \(\mu\)m beam waist, it was possible to detect the CARS signal using a pump energy of as low as 300 \(\mu\)J in a cell containing 8 mbar of D\(_2\) gas. The accuracy of these quasi-cw CARS measurements is estimated to be 15 MHz, limited by the ac-Stark extrapolation.

![Fig. 6](image-url) Quasi-cw CARS spectra of the Q(2) line in the fundamental band of D\(_2\) recorded at 8 mbar using continuous wave Stokes radiation at 80 mW and a 8 ns pump pulse with 0.47 mJ pulse energy.
Results of a number of test experiments performed on D$_2$ are included in the rightmost panel of Fig. 7. The results of these studies using pulsed pump and Stokes radiation for Q($J = 0–2$), as well as using pulsed pump and cw Stokes beams for Q(1) and Q(2) are in good agreement with the precision molecular beam experiments in ref. 8 and 68. These test experiments on D$_2$ verify the assessment of pressure shifts in the present CARS study. In addition, the use of chirp-free Stokes radiation in the quasi-cw CARS measurements on D$_2$ validates the chirp correction procedures implemented for the majority of data recorded with the PDA-laser system.

3.3 Comparison with calculations

*Ab initio* calculations, in the framework of NAPT, on level energies in the ground electronic state, are described in ref. 26 and 46, for all tritiated species. Rovibrational level energies and transition frequencies for all molecular hydrogen isotopologues in the ground electronic state can now be accessed through a publicly available program. The differences between experimental results and calculated values, expressed as $\Delta \omega_{\text{calc}} = \omega_{\text{exp}} - \omega_{\text{calc}}$, are plotted in Fig. 7 and listed in Table 2.

In Fig. 7, the experimental values are represented by data points with error bars attached, while a yellow-shaded region represents the uncertainty of the calculation. Very good agreement between measurement and theory is found for all tritiated species, as can be read from Fig. 7. For the tritium-bearing species, the major contribution to the theoretical uncertainty derives from the non-relativistic energy, $E^{(2)}$, which is about $\sim 6 \times 10^{-5}$ cm$^{-1}$ for the heaviest T$_2$ species, and about $\sim 4 \times 10^{-4}$ cm$^{-1}$ for HT, owing to its lighter mass. Hence, the results from the calculations are more accurate than from experiments for T$_2$ and DT, while for the case of HT a similar accuracy is obtained, due to the less accurate $E^{(3)}$ term.

For the stable species H$_2$, HD and D$_2$, the $E^{(2)}$ terms have been calculated directly in a 4-particle variational approach (i.e. without invoking the Born–Oppenheimer approximation and corrections, hence outside the NAPT-framework), achieving $10^{-7}$ cm$^{-1}$ uncertainty levels. Therefore, the frequencies for the D$_2$ species are extremely accurate [$(1.2 \times 10^{-5}$ cm$^{-1}$)] as represented by the narrow yellow strip in the rightmost panel of Fig. 7.

A similar calculation of improved accuracy might in future be performed for the tritiated species, thereby reducing the total uncertainty to the $10^{-5}$ cm$^{-1}$ level, limited by higher-order $E^{(5)}$ and $E^{(6)}$ terms. However, the current theoretical uncertainty of the NAPT-framework is sufficient for a comparison with experimental values, with uncertainties on the order of a few $10^{-4}$ cm$^{-1}$ for the tritiated molecular hydrogen species.

4 Lineshape analysis

For most lines observed at good signal-to-noise ratios presented in this study, the lineshapes were found to be symmetric. These resonances were fitted with Voigt profiles, dominated by a Gaussian component with Doppler and instrumental contributions. At sufficiently high intensities for strong transitions, saturation dips are observed and were in fact exploited for T$_2$ spectroscopy in ref. 45 for the ac-Stark extrapolation. We discuss this saturation effect in this section and its consequence for extracting the line position from the profile. For the weaker transitions such as those in the S-branch of T$_2$, some asymmetry in the lineshape is observed. We discuss several contributions that result in the asymmetric profiles including the ac-Stark effect, non-resonant background and interference effects occurring in the non-linear optical CARS process.

4.1 Saturation CARS spectroscopy

The accuracy of the current CARS measurements is mainly limited by the Doppler-broadened linewidth. In view of testing future improvements of QED-calculations beyond the NAPT-framework experimental uncertainties at the level of $<10^{-5}$ cm$^{-1}$ would be desired. Such reduced measurement uncertainties might be achievable *via* saturated CARS spectroscopy, where a narrow
Doppler-free Lamb dip is detected. Saturated CARS profiles were explored by Lucht and Farrow\textsuperscript{70} who proposed a theoretical description via a density matrix formalism. In that study, a mechanism for the saturation effect was invoked either via strong population pumping or by spectral interference between different velocity classes. The population hole-burning effect in saturation spectroscopy gives rise to typical Lamb dips at the resonance positions. The spectral interference effect, discussed in detail below, results in the cancellation of the real part of the third order susceptibility of a particular velocity class $\bar{u}$ with that of the opposite direction $-\bar{u}$. Such cancellation is also most pronounced at the resonance position, which then also contributes to saturation of the CARS signal. In a different approach Owyoung and Esherick\textsuperscript{71} have demonstrated saturation in stimulated Raman loss spectroscopy of D\textsubscript{2} in a fashion of typical pump–probe spectroscopies, using a three and four-beam counterpropagating configuration. The observed saturation dip exhibited a width of 110 MHz, limited by laser bandwidth.\textsuperscript{71} This suggests that with a narrower laser bandwidth and improved frequency calibration procedures, sub-MHz accuracies could potentially be achieved for tritiated species.

We performed systematic studies of saturation CARS on the D\textsubscript{2} Q(2) and T\textsubscript{2} Q(1) transitions. The D\textsubscript{2} Q(2) measurements were performed using a gas cell containing 4 mbar of pure D\textsubscript{2}. A clear saturation feature appears when the pump and Stokes intensity product is $I_p I_s \sim 5$ GW\textsuperscript{2} cm\textsuperscript{-4}. Fig. 8 shows recordings at various pump pulse energies. As shown, the width of the Lamb dip in D\textsubscript{2} is about 300 MHz, while the Doppler-limited profile is more than 1.2 GHz wide, with width contributions from the instrument function and power broadening. The spectra were fitted with two Gaussian function components, with opposite amplitude signs to represent the saturation Lamb dip and the Doppler-broadened profile. It turned out that the linear ac-Stark extrapolation of the Lamb dip feature and that of the Doppler-broadened envelope do not produce consistent values for the zero-field transition frequency. The Lamb-dip positions plotted against intensity shows a slope that is a factor of five smaller than expected from the unsaturated Doppler-broadened profile.

We suspect that this stems from (1) the spatial intensity distribution in the sample volume, which is difficult to integrate over, especially for the Lamb dips exhibiting a different nonlinear response to intensity than that of the Doppler-broadened envelope; and (2) the occurrence of CARS cross-interference effect\textsuperscript{72} on saturation.

Saturated spectra of the T\textsubscript{2} Q(1) transition, recorded at similar alignment and intensity conditions as for D\textsubscript{2} Q(2), are shown in Fig. 8. The T\textsubscript{2} Q(1) saturation dip is observed to be shifted stronger at the higher-frequency flank with respect to the center of the Doppler-broadened profile at increasing pump energy. The resulting asymmetric profile appears to be qualitatively different from the case of D\textsubscript{2}, where the Lamb dip center coincides with the Doppler envelope center at lower intensities. Trivikram et al.\textsuperscript{73} studied a related phenomenon on the electronic transitions of H\textsubscript{2}, where the line shift no longer follows a linear trend at sufficiently high intensities as the transitions exhibit skewed line profiles. This presents a serious difficulty in the ac-Stark extrapolation, as high intensity measurements cannot be used in a linear extrapolation to the ac-Stark free value. The intensity values reported in the previous T\textsubscript{2} study\textsuperscript{45} was probably overestimated thus staying in the linear regime for the ac-Stark shift. In the present study, the line positions of the T\textsubscript{2} Lamb dip positions in Fig. 8(d)–(f) already showed a much smaller power-dependence slope compared to measurements for unsaturated profiles at lower intensity.

A more accurate treatment of these phenomena needs to address the asymmetric ac-Stark broadening due to spatial and temporal intensity variations, such as those discussed in ref. 73 and 74, which is not straightforward in the case of CARS. In principle the Lamb-dips should produce more accurate results in determining transition frequencies, however, more refined studies are required to obtain a quantitative understanding of the saturation effect in CARS and to extract the most accurate line positions from the narrower resonance features.

### 4.2 Asymmetric profile of weak transitions

The CARS measurements were extended to transitions involving higher rotational states up to $J = 7$ for T\textsubscript{2} and DT and also

---

**Fig. 8** Observed spectral profiles for CARS signals exhibiting saturation Lamb dips for two lines recorded at different pump pulse energies. Specific conditions: D\textsubscript{2} Q(2) with Stokes pulse energy 0.74 mJ and pump energy: (a) 0.58 mJ; (b) 1.2 mJ; (c) 1.7 mJ; and T\textsubscript{2} Q(1) with Stokes pulse energy 1 mJ and pump energy: (d) 1.5 mJ; (e) 1.75 mJ; (f) 2 mJ.
to the weaker S-branch of T 2, with Δf = +2. The lineshapes for these weaker lines were observed to give rise to asymmetric profiles. These effects are partly caused by the required high intensity in the measurements to compensate for the weakness of transition probabilities, either from having a smaller Raman cross-section or a lower population. The weak transitions are barely detectable with 1 mJ pump and Stokes energy and show different degrees of asymmetry in their spectral profile. Nearly all these weak transitions show different tailing behavior in the flanks below and above the resonance and, despite the higher pulse energy used, no saturation effect at resonance is apparent. As a consequence the accuracy for which the Q(J = 6, 7) transition frequencies in T 2 and DT, as well as T 2 S(J = 0–3) lines can be determined is much lower than for the strong CARS lines (the transition frequencies of these weak lines are included Table 2). We discuss three possible effects contributing to the asymmetry: (1) spatial beam profile and time evolution of pulses; (2) ac-Stark splitting of the magnetic sublevels, and; (3) resonant cross interference between lines and interference with the non-resonant background.50

The first two effects were discussed by Moosmüller et al.,59 studying the spectral profile from coherent Stokes Raman scattering (CSRS) of N 2 exhibiting the effects of spatial and temporal variation of intensity. Similarly as for the CARS profiles investigated here, molecules at different positions in the interaction volume and throughout the time evolution of tightly focused pump and Stokes pulses will have varying contributions to the overall spectrum, because of the spatial and temporal variation of the intensities. It is expected that signal contributions near the focal point, which is highly red-shifted by ac-Stark effect in this case, are the strongest.

Apart from the ac-Stark shift due to the spatial and temporal intensity distribution, the ac-Stark induced splitting of the mJ sublevels, which are unresolved in the measurements, will lead to an asymmetry of the spectral profile. From eqn (3), the second term refers to the ac-Stark splitting for different mJ, where higher |mJ| values experience less shift and overall produce a broadening of the spectrum. Such phenomena of ac-Stark splittings in CARS were quantitatively investigated previously.66,75 Here we address such effects phenomenologically in the line fitting of asymmetric lines (see below).

Another well-known artifact in CARS spectra is the spectral interference in the third order susceptibility |χ(3)|. The main contribution to the third order non-resonant susceptibility at 532 nm for the pump and 683 nm for the Stokes wavelengths is from the electronic polarizability, with only a smaller contribution due to molecular vibration and rotation.76 In eqn (1), the third-order susceptibility |χ(3)| = |χNR + χR| comprises of a resonant and non-resonant part giving rise to interference effects in the CARS signal, lks ∝ |χNR+ χR|2 (where the superscript (3) is dropped). The real and positive χNR, from far-off-resonance contributions, will interfere with the real part of χR and distort the spectrum resulting in a dispersive-like signal.

In the following, we first discuss a numerical study to simulate the effects of the spectral interference effect on the lineshape that eventually shifts the peak position of the resulting profiles. Such shifts are included in the frequency determinations as listed in Table 2. Thereafter, a fitting procedure is described using an asymmetric profile applied to the experimental spectra to assess shifts in the peak position. In the latter, it remains difficult to decouple the separate contributions of the ac-Stark effect and spectral interference, giving at best an estimate of possible systematic frequency shifts due to the asymmetric profile. For these uncertainties the frequency values as listed in Table 2 were appropriately enlarged.

4.3 Lineshape simulation for interference effects

Following the analyses in ref. 77 and 78 simulations were performed to account for the interference effects in the CARS lineshape that is proportional to the square of the third-order nonlinear susceptibility |χ|2:

$$|\chi|^2 = \left| \chi_{NR} + \sum_j a_0(J) \int_{\infty}^{\infty} \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi}} e^{-r^2/2} dv_r \right|^2$$

(4)

where \(a_0(J)\) is the resonance frequency of a particular transition, \(\Gamma\) is the relaxation rate, \((k_p-k_s)v_c/(2\pi c)\) is the Doppler shift, and \(u\) is the most probable speed \(\sqrt{2k_B T/M}\) for temperature \(T\). The integration over the Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution for all velocities \(v_c\) along the CARS beam propagation direction can be performed and the equation recast using a Faddeeva function \(w(z)\)

$$|\chi|^2 = \left| \chi_{NR} - i \sum_j a_0(J) \sqrt{\frac{\pi c}{\omega_{RR}}} \left( -\omega_0 + \omega_R + i\Gamma \right) \right|^2$$

(5)

where \(\omega_R = (\omega_p - \omega_S)\). The \((v = 1, 2)\) states are extremely long-lived, hence the Lorentzian width \(\Gamma\) is set to zero in the present low-pressure and Doppler-limited case. The \(a_0(J)\) coefficients for the Q-branch transitions,

$$a_0(J) = \frac{N_p(J)}{h} \left( \gamma_0(J)^2 + \frac{4}{45} \gamma_1(J)^2 \right)$$

(6)

depend on the population number density \(N_p\) for the rotational ground states \(J\) and \(\gamma_1\) is the Placzek–Teller coefficient. The isotropic \(\gamma_0\) and anisotropic \(\gamma_1\) polarizabilities between \(v = 1\) and \(v = 0\) are estimated from that of H 2, HD and D 2 from ref. 79, since no values for the tritiated species are available. For \(J = 0\), \(\gamma_0(0) = 0.61\) a.u. and \(\gamma_1(0) = 0.50\) a.u. and these values do not vary significantly for other \(J\) states.

There are two contributions to the interference effect in CARS. Firstly, the summation over all populated states gives rise to cross-interferences \(\chi_R\) between all lines in the \(v = 0 \rightarrow 1\) fundamental band, and secondly a nonresonant term \(\chi_{NR}\) that represents the contribution from the far-lying electronic resonances. The \(\chi_{NR}\) value is estimated from the H 2 value of \(6.7 \times 10^{-18}\) cm 3 erg−1 amagat given in ref. 80. For the 2.5 mbar T 2 sample at 298 K, this value converts to \(1.5 \times 10^{-20}\) cm 3 erg−1.
Fig. 9 Simulation of the CARS spectrum of the Q(0) line of T₂, focusing on the effect of CARS spectral cross-interference. The real and imaginary contributions of the Q(0) line are drawn in subfigures (a)–(d). See text for extensive discussion. (e) The line profile of the Q(0) line with the cross-interference effect is shown as the solid curve, while the dashed curve represents the case when the effect of interference is neglected. The cross-interference causes a shift of +13 MHz of the Q(0) peak position.
4.4 Lineshape fitting

A phenomenological approach is adopted in fitting asymmetric profiles to experimental data from the combined effects of the ac-Stark and spectral interference phenomena, especially for the weak transitions. While a full quantitative assessment that would separate the contributions of these effects is not possible at present, the lineshape study enables us to better estimate the contribution to the systematic uncertainty resulting from the line profile asymmetry.

For the strong transitions with symmetric line profiles such as Q transitions from $J = 0$–5 in T$_2$, DT and HT, a symmetric Gaussian or Voigt fitting function is used. However, despite the T$_2$ Q(0) and the DT Q(6) lines appearing to be symmetric, the simulations suggest that interference effects may potentially shift the line center. To estimate a systematic uncertainty contribution due to a choice of the line profile in the fitting of the T$_2$ Q(0) and DT Q(6) lines, a Faddeeva function $w(z)$ is employed:

$$I_{AS} = y_0 + \left| z_{NR} - i\omega_0 w\left(\frac{-\omega_0 + \omega_R + i \Gamma}{\Delta \omega}\right)\right|^2,$$  

(7)

where $\Delta \omega$ is the Gaussian width and $\Gamma$ is the Lorentzian width, while $y_0$ sets the experimental baseline. For T$_2$ Q(0) and DT Q(6), a 16 MHz discrepancy is observed from the fitting result between a simple symmetric Gaussian profile and the Faddeeva profile in eqn (7). This systematic offset is included in the uncertainty budget of these two lines as listed in Table 2.

For other weak lines such as the T$_2$ Q(6) and S(1) transitions shown in Fig. 13, the poor SNR makes it more difficult to separate the effects of the dispersive feature due to spectral interference and the ac-Stark splitting and broadening, leading to larger uncertainties in the line position determination. Note that when compared to the DT Q(6) line in Fig. 12, the analogous T$_2$ Q(6) line in Fig. 13 exhibits a more symmetric profile. This can be explained from competing contributions of opposite signs: the cross-interference $\chi_{R}$ from the T$_2$ Q-branch at 2464 cm$^{-1}$ having a negative sign and the non-resonance $\chi_{NR}$ background having a positive sign.

In addition to the cross-interference induced shifts in the peak positions (included in Table 2), the transition frequencies of the weaker lines are corrected for the ac-Stark shift, using the slope of low-intensity ac-Stark measurements in stronger transitions (e.g. Q(1) transition of the respective species). However, the dominant contribution to the uncertainties of 5 $\times$ 10$^{-3}$ cm$^{-1}$ for the weak lines derives from the large fitting offsets.
uncertainty in the peak positions given the significant ac-Stark broadening.

5 Conclusion and outlook

In summary, we have accurately determined transition frequencies of the fundamental vibrational band \((v = 0 \rightarrow 1)\) of HT, DT and \(T_2\). For most Q-branch transitions with \((J = 0–5)\), uncertainties below 0.0005 cm\(^{-1}\) are achieved, which represent more than a hundred-fold improvement over previous studies. For the weak \(Q(J = 6, 7)\) transitions in \(T_2\) and DT and the S-branch of \(T_2\), the high pulse intensities required for the measurements cause significant ac-Stark broadening. The transition frequencies of these weak lines are thus reported with a much higher uncertainty of 0.005 cm\(^{-1}\). All measured transition energies are in very good agreement with the latest \textit{ab initio} calculations based on NAPT theoretical framework.\(^{25,69}\) This work demonstrates that measurements on tritiated species can be achieved at high accuracy, to within a factor of three compared to the accuracy for the non-radioactive species. This doubles the number of benchmark candidates for testing the most accurate quantum chemical calculations of the energy structure of molecular hydrogen.

Due to interference effects with the non-resonant background in CARS spectra, the resulting asymmetric line profiles in weak transitions lead to a higher uncertainty in the line center determination. Cross-interference between resonances can be a limiting factor for the spectroscopic accuracy of CARS measurements; it is shown here that this phenomenon can be quantitatively approached and corrections to transition frequencies calculated.

Future improvements in experiments on tritium-bearing molecular hydrogen would require sub-Doppler techniques, to enable improved comparison with ever advancing calculations. This could be achieved by exploiting Lamb dip spectroscopy with hybrid pulsed-cw CARS, using a pulsed pump beam and a continuous wave Stokes beam, as demonstrated here for \(D_2\). From these test studies it follows that an improved understanding of line shape profiles, in particular of the ac-Stark effect on Lamb-dips, is required to effectively achieve higher accuracy on the transition frequencies. Improvements might be achieved by using higher cw-Stokes powers, allowing measurements to be performed at even lower pump pulse energies, thereby reducing ac-Stark effects induced by the pump laser. With the narrower cw laser bandwidth and improved frequency calibration procedures, sub-MHz accuracies could potentially be achieved. Ultimately the application of novel cavity-enhanced cw-spectroscopies such as the NICE-OHMS technique on the heteronuclear species HT and DT, with the possibility of Doppler-free saturated absorption, may result in accuracy improvements by orders of magnitude,\(^{16}\) provided that those techniques can be combined with safe handling of radioactive species.
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